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POLICY SCIENCE AS METAPHYSICAL MADNESS

A statesman differs from a professor in
a university; the latter has only the
general view of society; the former , the
statesman , has a number of circumstances
to combine with those general ideas , andto take into his consideration. Circum-
stances are infinite , are infinitely
combined , are variable and transient; he
who does not take them into considera-
tion is not erroneous , but stark mad--
dat operam ut cum ratione insaniat
rs-metap icaI!Y ma

Edmund Burke S"peech on the Petition
of the Unitarians

In the past dozen years or so policy-oriented social

science research and analysis has become a growth industry

in the United States. This has occurred in response to de-

mand created by the spate of social welfare programs initi-

ated by the Great Society and , for the most part , continued

and expanded by the later administrations. Whereas in 1965

Federal agencies spent about $235 million on applied social

science research , in 1975 they spent almost $1 billion.

the approximately $7. 4 billion spent in these eleven years

about two-thirds was under contract. This brought into be-

ing several large independent research bodies , some quasi-

public and others private , and it greatly increased the

amount of university-based policy-oriented social research

and the supply of social scientists. (According to the 1970

Census , the number of social scientists increased by 163

percent in the 1960' s; this was larger than the increase
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of any other maj or occupational group and nearly three times

that of professional and technical workers as a whole.

The Federal agencies ' enthusiasm for policy-oriented

research quickly communicated itself to the colleges and

universities. They now take a lively interest in whatever
. 2

may plausibly have the word "policy" attached to it. Al-

most all of the major universities have established schools

to give graduate training in what is now called "policy sci-

ence" and these have already turned out hundreds of Ph" D. ' s .

To be sure , not many of the graduates occupy high posts in

government (as long ago as 1970 , however , the Civil Service

Commission listed 563 " senior executive civil servants as- 

sociated with program analysis

), 

but it is reasonable to

expect that within a decade or two they will dominate . the

upper echelons of the Federal and state career services as

well as those of some of the large cities.

The penetration of policy science into the executive

branch has led to , or at any rate been paralleled by, a com-

parable penetration into the legislative branch. Congress

now employs some 28 000 professionals , a significant and in-

creasing proportion of whom are trained to do policy-related

social science research or analysis. Some of these are em-

ployed by individual members and others by committee staffs;
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most, however , are in one or another of several recently

established bodies: the Congressional Research Service

(1970), the Office of Technology Assessment (1972), the Gen-

eral Accounting Office s division for program evaluation

(1974), and the Congressional Budget Office (1974). There

is now serious talk of creating an additional body--an " In-
stitute for Congress --to be privately funded at first and

staffed by professionals "whose stature and ability would

earn the deference of the members.

The scale and pace of these developments suggest that

the American governmental system may be undergoing profound

change. As "policy scientists" come to dominate the bu-
reaucracy, not only its decision-making procedures but its

style and ethos will change. In addition , those policy-

make-rs-- politicians --who are good at taking circumstances

into account (they are " statesmen" only if they also take a

general view of society) will find the bureaucracy more re-

sistant than ever to control: policy science may make it a

Fourth Branch , almost independent of the others. If the

analytical techniques produced and propagated from the uni-

versities supercede the skills of the politician and (on the

rare but all-important occasions when it is manifested) the
wisdom of the statesman , the successful working of the poli-

tical system will be very gravely jeopardized.
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From a near perspective the sudden growth of the policy

sciences appears as a by-product of the civil rights move-

ment and the War on Poverty. In the 1960' s these brought

hundreds of new governmental agencies into existence--all of

course providing new job opportunities--and stirred the

imaginations of those who. believed that government , if only

it tried hard enough , could cure the various ills of the

society.
Actually there has long been a symbiotic relationship

between social science and social reform. In the 1880' s ,

Frederick Wins low Taylor spread the gospel of " scientific
managment" to businessmen and , a little later , schools of

business developed budgetary methods. Late in the century,

chairs in social science were established , and by 1920 all

self-respecting universities had social science departments.

By then it was widely believed that government no less than

business should--and therefore could--be expertly run (the
city manager movement got underway in 1914); naturally the

social scientists in the universities were looked to as a

principal source of expertise for the organization and man-

agement of government and thus of society generally.

At the beginning of the century, according to historian

Barry D. Karl , there developed a methodology of social re-
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form consisting of variations upon three basic steps: first

a core group of specialists and inf1uentia1s , coming togeth-

er perhaps at a meeting of a professional group, would de-

fine a needed social reform or "problem ; then a conference

would be called to broaden the coalition by bringing in

journalists , philanthropists , and political leaders; and

finally, a survey would be made and a document produced

containing all the information and interpretation on which

reasonable men , presumably in government , would base pro-

grams for reform.

This was the method used in 1929 when President Herbert

Hoover appointed his Research Committee on Social Trends

whose 1 , 200-page report , Karl tells us , established the

.princip1es that " social" behavior came within the purview of

the national government , that. " science" could do better. at

framing programs of reform than could legislators or citi-

zens , and that " social welfare" was as fit a subj ect for na-

tiona1 debate as , say, currency reform or the tariff.
In the 1960' s this method was used again and these

principles were further extended in order to bring the so-

cial science establishment and the Great Society into mu-

tua11y advantageous relations. This time the specialists
and their allies acted through that most prestigious of pro-

fessiona1 associations , the National Academy of Sciences.
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report issued under its aegis in 1968 defined the view that

reasonable men should take toward the claims of the social

scientists to be brought into the policy- forming process:

The federal government confronts in-
creasingly complex problems in foreign
affairs , defense strategy and manage- 
ment , urban reconstruction , civil
rights , economic growth and stability,
public health , social welfare , and edu-
cation and training. The decisions and
actions taken by the President , the Con-
gress , and the executive departments and
agencies must be based on valid social
and economic information and involve a
high degree of judgment about human be-
havior. The knowledge and methods of
the behavioral sciences , devoted as they
are to an understanding of human beha-
vior and social institutions , should be
applied as effectively as possible to
the programs and policy processes of the
federal government. Finally, the beha-
vioral sciences , like the physical and
biological sciences , require financial
support from the federal govenment to
continue to develop that knowledge and
those methods that can lead to greater
understanding of the basic processes of
individual and group behavior. 

Although the report was remarkably adroit in the ambi-

guity, even confusion , of its wording, it succeeded in con-

veying the impression that social science had much to con-

tribute to the making of sound policy. Its spirit , although

not its letter , reflected the social science utopianism

which Karl says , was espoused by Hoover to be a revolution

against politics , committed to the rational , unemotional
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building of a new , scientific society 0 "

Policy science , in this perspective , appears as one in

a long series of efforts by the Progressive Movement and its

heirs to change the character of the American political sys-

tem--to transfer power from the corrupt , the ignorant , and

the self-serving to the virtuous , the educated , and the

public-spirited

, .

and to enhance the capacity of the execu-

tive to make and carry out internally-consistent , comprehen-

sive plans for implementing the public interest These were

the motives that inspired the Pendleton Act of 1881 , estab-

lishing a civil service system based on the merit principle;
the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921; the President s Com-

mittee on Administrative Management in 1937 and the two Hoo-

ver Commissions in 1949 and 1955; and the Council of Econom-

ic Advisers in 1946 They were the motives that inspired

proposals to replace politicians with experts in legisla-

tures and to do away with political parties (ideas favored

by, among others , Herbert Croly in his Pro ressive Democ-

racy , 1914) and , when these proved utopian , to lesser re-

forms that were steps in the same general direction--for
example , changes in the organization and practices of Con-

gress to make it an assembly of statesmen deliberating upon

the great issues instead of one of politicians arranging

deals and running errands , and also changes to require
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the political parties to "bring forth programs to which they

commit themselves" (the quoted words are from the 1950 re-

ill

port of a committee of the American Political Science Asso-

ciation , Toward a More Res onsible Part stem) .

Today s proponents of policy science are not as naively

antipo1itica1 as were the reformers of a generation or two

. ago. They do not think of themselves engaged in a "revo-
lution agains t politics. The old bias still there how-

ever. Witness the in ten tion to provide Congress wi th 

staff of professionals who will earn the deference of mem-

bers. (Why not just their respect?) Now and then distaste

for politicians and their ways is made explicit , as , for ex-

ample , when an economist , after finding that the structure

of Congress falls "enormously short" of what is required for

an "ideal" legislative process , takes some comfort in devel-

opments to which the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 may

give rise: "With a well-trained , nonpartisan professional

staff in both the budget committees and the Budget Office

it will be possible to reduce congressional reliance on the

hearings process with its domination by special interests

and the executive branch.

III
The persistent efforts of reformers to do away with

politics and to put social science and other expertise in
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its place are not to be accounted for by the existence of a

body of knowledge about how to solve social problems. There

was a time when social scientists thought that eventually

they would find laws governing behavior , and most of them

seem to have persuaded themselves that the discovery of such

laws somehow would make for more democratic , or at least

more effective , government. Pending the discovery of such

laws , what social research had to offer was not solutions

but problems. Recent Social Trends , for example , the monu-

mental report of the committee appointed by President Hoo-

ver , attempted to establish the facts of social life in a

way that would display to the public and its leaders the

hitherto unappreciated extent and nature of social problems

but it offered no " solutions.
Now , tens of thousands of Ph. D. dissertations later

there are few social science theories or findings that could

be of much help to a policymaker--so few, indeed , that when

the would-be writer of a I!"Handbook of Behavioral Sciences

for Policy Making" went through the 600-odd pages of the

inventory of scientific findings " put together some years

ago at great expense to the Ford Foundation , the results

were "insufficient for a short article , not to speak of a

handbook. Y.

To be sure , some social science theories did have an
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important influence on the development of the new government

programs in the 1960 ' s: those of Lloyd Ohlin and Richard

Cloward on "opportunity structures" and those of Gary Becker
on "human capital " for example , entered significantly into

the conception of the Great Society s poverty program. Pol-
icy science , however , is the application of methods and

techniques , not of substantive theories.

, ~

IIi

, ~, ~

For several decades social scientists had been develop-

ing ways of assessing the relative importance of causal fac-
tors where several operated simultaneously. Further statis-

tical advances occurred during the Second World War when en-

gineers , mathematicians , and statisticians were called upon

by the military services to find answers to a wide range 

very practical ' questions: what, for example , was the optimal
search pattern for locating a pilot down at sea? Wartime

experience produced a set of techniques--Operations Research
--the usefulness of which in dealing with a certain class 

problems was , many times dramatically demonstrated. The class

of problems was , however , a sharply restricted one: obj ectives

had to be well defined , operations to be describable by a

mathematical model the parameters of which could be readily

estimated from available data , and the current practices to

be ones leaving ample room for ~mprovement.

During the war there were also important developments iii

iil
i ~l
,i,in statistical inference , probability theory, and what is

Iii

ill
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now game theory. These developments were readily assimi-

lated into economic theory along with the methods of Opera-

tions Research. Although economists were relative late-

comers to the scene (the RAND Corporation had been in busi-

ness for some time before it hired its first economist

Charles Hitch), they soon became the main force in the de-

velopment and application of theories of decision-making.

The rapid concurrent development of computer technology en-

couraged the elaboration of highly abstract theory by making

practicable the working out of computations that had pre-

viously been prohibitively time-consuming.

When in 1961 Robert McNamara became Secretary of De-

fense he brought Hitch and several of Hitch' s RAND associ-

ates into the Department where they introduced the new tech-

niques of formal policy analysis President Johnson , im-

pressed , it has been said , by McNamara s performance at cab-

inet meetings and also , one suspects , by the attention the

Defense Department s "whiz kids" were receiving from the

press , ordered all agencies of the executive branch to in-

troduce " ... a very new and very revolutionary system" for
program planning and analysis along the lines laid out by

Defense. Most agencies found ways to avoid carrying out the

order , which was soon rescinded by the Nixon Administration.

The idea of policy analysis , however , made an enduring im-
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pression on many bureau chiefs (perhaps because it offered

them a. means of establishing control over their subordi~

nates) and also on those upper-echelon career civil ser-

vants--especially economists--whose exposure to the reali-

ties of the policy-making process had not yet made them com-

plete cynics. Today most agencies have offices , headed in

some instances by an assistant secretary, to clarify the

agency s objectives , monitor its performance, and assess

systematically the costs and benefits of alternative courses

of action. In order to cope with the often highly technical

reports produced by the analysts in the executive branch

Congress has , as was noted above , added many analysts to its
own staffs.

In the universities , economists , statisticians , politi-
cal scientists , and others , excited by the new intellectual

problems , challenged by opportunities to contribute to the

solution of urgent social problems , and eager to share in

the money and power of government have hastened to develop

policy science as an important field of graduate study.

one might expect , the curricula developed for the prospec-

tive policy scientists consist in most places largely of

highly abstract methodological courses. Students without a

considerable aptitude for mathematics cannot take these

courses; that the student may have good practical judgment
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and a strong feeling for institutional realities will not

overcome this fatal handicap. After all , the purpose of
training in policy science is to improve upon practical

judgment and to substitute for it. It is not surprising,

then , to find prospective students being told that they can

hope to play an important part in public affairs if--but

only if--they pass courses in formal analysis. (This pre-

sumably is what the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard

means by a remarkable sentence in its Official Re ister for

1977 - 78: "What the basic curriculum imparts to all individu-

als is essential to the effective functions of any individu-

al who wishes to play an important role in the policy are-

na . " The curriculum of the RAND Graduate Institute is rea-

sonably representative of that of most such schools:

Microeconomics
Data Analysis and Statistics
Organizational Behavior and Analysis
Econometrics
Technology and Public Policy
The Scope of the Policy Sciences
The Adviser and Society

In the past 15 years policy scientists have approached

the policymaking process from several directions , none of

which has brought them into intimate connection with it.
Perhaps the least successful role of the policy scien-

tist has been that of proposer of new program ideas. Ideas
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that are really new are, of course, always hard to find, and

when one is found, it is very likely to prove either infeas-

ible (perhaps because it requires skills or other resources

that are not available) or politically unacceptable. At any

rate , very few program innovations can be attibuted to policy
scientists. The Model Cities Program for example , although

preceded by the labors of two task forces , each abundantly

supported by consultant specialists , turned out to be alto-

gether different from what the planners had in mind.

Formal modeling--the development of sets of equations des-

cribing in quantitative terms the functional relationships in

a system of behavior 

(~, 

an economy) -- is a mainstay of the

policy scientist. There are models which purport to simulate

the national economy, models which pu~port to simulate the

impact of government policies on some part of the population

(for example , of changes in welfare policies on welfare recip-

ients), models which purport to simulate the effects of new

transportation technology on regional growth , and so on. Un-

fortunately the models constructed by policy analysts are rarely

operational. Unlike the operations researcher , whose problems

characteristically involve technological relationhips that are

precisely measurable , the policy analyst typically models rela-

tionships that cannot be fully specified or exactly measured , and

the results his equations yield--when they yield any at all--are

therefore seldom of any help to the policymaker. To the
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extent that it could answer questions " a model-user com-

plained to the author of Politicians Bureaucrats and the
Consultant

, "

they were questions that nobody was asking.

Program evaluation--meaning usually the measurement of

policy inputs and outputs with respect either to programs

underway or ones that are contemplated--has doubtless ab-

sorbed more time and money in the last decade than all other

policy research put together. The eruption in the 1960' s of

scores of new social programs , coinciding as it did with the

vogue of policy research , led to serious , systematic ef-

forts , often by "outside" research bodies , to measure the

cost-effectiveness of the programs. Programs in health

manpower training, law enforcement , housing and so on are

now more or less routinely studied in the administering

agencies or in independent bodies under contract to them and

by the General Accounting Office (the authority of which to

make such studies was much extended by the Legislative Re-

organization Act of 1970 and the Congressional Budget Act of

1974) . Generally speaking, these evaluations , especially

those done by outside agencies , have shown the social pro-

grams to be ineffective , or far less effective than their

proponents claimed.

tle effect on policy:
brought an end

They have , however , had remarkably lit-

one can think of no program which was

even very substantially revised , be-
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cause of an evaluation by policy scientists. Findings that

do not support "what everyone knows" or that run contrary to

the interest of some politically important group (organized

teachers , for example) are especially likely to be ignored.

The testimony of Peter Rossi , the sociologist , is instruc-

tive:

It is an article of faith among educa-
tors that the smaller the class per
teacher , the greater the learning exper-
ience. Research on this question goes
back to the very beginnings of empirical
research in educational social science
in the early 1920' s. There has scarcely
been a year since without several dis-
sertations and theses on this topic , as
well as larger researches by mature
scholars--over 200 of them... . Results?

and lar class size has no effect
on earning by students with t ossi-

e exce tion o e arts.
What effect did all this have on policy?
Virtually none. Almost every proposal
for better education calls for reduced
class size. Even researchers themselves
have been apologetic , P9inting out how
they mi ht have erred. 13

The technical inadequacies of retrospective evaluation

have caused policy scientists increasingly to call for ex-

perimentation. Economic reasoning, sophisticated analysis

sample surveys , and observational studies , a team of distin-

guished statisticians writes , will give some good "guesses

. . . "

but we still will not know how things will work in prac-
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tice until we try them in ractice. Policy scientists

want to try policies out under conditions that are carefully

controlled in order that they may measure the effects of a

change in a specified variable (the teach~pupi1 ratio , say)

on the achievement of an obj ective (improved learning). So-

cia1 experiments-- randomized controlled field tria1s --are
of course far more expensive than retrospective evaluations

(six conducted thus far cost a total of $162 million whereas

the Westinghouse Corporation s evaluation of Headstart cost

$585 000) . They are also difficult, sometimes impossible,

to arrange , the manipulations of the experimenters often be-

ing unacceptable to the subj ects , and they are so time-con-

suming--it takes several years to design and carry out one--

that the situation is almost sure to have changed materially

before the results are in. No experiment , moreover , can

yield reliable information about long-term effects and

these , of. course , may often be the most important. That

welfare recipients ' willingness to work is not affected much
by the introduction of a negative income tax , for example

tells nothing of the effects that an NIT might have on the

work motivations of adults who were children in families

whose incomes were guaranteed. Finally, it seems likely

that policy may prove as immune to the results of experimen-

tation as to those of evaluation. After making a head-
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piece " de Jouvena1 reminds us

, "

Don Quixote tested it by

striking it with his sword. The headpiece shattered.

reassembled it , but this time did not strike it , for fear of

again losing a possibly worthless helmet~ 1116

Recently policy analysts have been turning their atten-

tion to " implementation" --the systematic analysis of what is
involved in carrying out a course of action. A leading

practitioner , Alain Enthoven , formulates the key questions
as follows:

LWJi11 the people or organizations af-
fected really respond as assumed? What
incentives motivate them? Is the pro-
posed course of action compatible with
the institutions that must carry it out?

To illustrate what is involved , Enthoven recalls that 

1967 he advised the Secretary of Defense , McNamara , to ap-

prove a "thin veil" ABM defense system designed to protect

ICBM silos. The Army, which for years had been planning a

national ABM system to protect cities , persisted with its
plan despite the Secretary s order in favor of the " thin
veil" system. A deeper insight into how the Army would ac-

tua11y respond to the decision " Enthoven writes

, "

would

probably have led to a different recommendation. One

wonders , however , how an analyst could have gained a deep

enough insight into how the Army would respond to justify a
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dif f eren t recommendation. Could a policy scientist have

told the Secretary that the Army would have its way no mat-

ter what he (the Secretary) might decide? Dealing as it

must with such extreme uncertainties

, "

implementation" ap-

pears a most unsuitable subj ect for policy science.

Enough has been said of these principal employments of

the policy scientist to reveal sharp limitations on his

techniques. Some of these are of such a nature that they

cannot be eliminated or even much reduced by better theoriz-

ing or by further advances in computer technology. There

can be no "scientific method" for getting new program ideas.

It will always be impossible to construct a formal model

that will be of use to policymakers when, as is invariably

the case with the " important" problems , one cannot identify

all of the crucial parameters or match them with adequate

data. No one will ever find a technique for discovering the

concrete implications of vague , contradictory and fluctuat-

ing purposes; there is no logic by which one can pass from

axiological principles to particular value judgments and

there can be no nonarbitrary way of finding the optimal

terms of trade at the margin among governmental obj ectives

when--as is always the case--they are not given to begin

with. Finally there is no "obj ective" way of making correct
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probability judgments: some ways of making such judgments

are surely better than others , but none can altogether ex-

lude guesswork. Even if the policy scientist could know

precisely what constitutes "good housing,

" "

good schooling,
and so on , he could not know (except in cases so obvious as

to be uninteresting) which policy alternative would yield

the preferred set of consequences. In a world in which

everything, including of course opinions as to what is pref-

erable , is subject to rapid change , this limitation must be

of enormous importance. Despite his claims to method and

technique , the policy scientist must in all of these matters

make up his mind very much as other persons do and always

have done.

If to the inherent limitations on analytical techniques

one adds the existential ones , policy science appears feeb-
'!~i

iji

lid

Iii

ler still. Consider , for example , the practical difficul-
ties in the way of getting reliable data on almost anything

for example , that in 1960 and again in 1970 the Bureau of

the Census failed to count one black male in ten , and that

in 1970 the Bureau , having concluded that its 1960 and 1950

data on housing conditions were highly inaccurate , then col-

lected none at all. 'I'

There are practical difficulties , too , sometimes in-

superable ones , in getting policy-makers to take the work of
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the analyst seriously, and these are likely to exist even if

the ana1ys t ' s work deserves to be taken serious 1y . Some

arise from the analyst' s failure to speak a language that

the policy-maker understands. To be sure , many of those who

have been trained in the techniques of policy science adapt

when placed in a policy-making setting, by subordinating

science" to common sense. A policy scientist who lacks
this flexibility, however , is likely to find that he can

communicate only with other policy scientists. The politi-

cal executive

, .

whether elected or appointed , and the law-

maker and his staff , although intelligent and well informed

do not know now and are not likely in the future to know

enough statistics to interpret the analyst s reports; in-
deed , the method and mode of thought of the analyst are

likely to strike . the practical man as perverse , even ridicu-
lous .

The widest gulf between the analyst and the policy-

maker is not the communications one , however. The more im-
portant fact is that what is of first importance to the for-

mer is generally of little or no importance to the latter.
Typically the agency head is chiefly concerned with main~

taining and enhancing his organization and therefore with

things that may make a good impression on those (the White

House , congressional committees , interest groups , media , and

II:

Iii

:1;
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so on) who can help or hurt in this; the analyst s words

will carry weight with him only when and only insofar as

they are useful in his day-to-day task of fending off the

agency s enemies and bringing its friends into a closer em-

brace. The elected official' s case is not essentially dif-

ferent: typically his main concern is in being re-elected

and to spend time and effort on matters that do not promise

to improve his position with his constituents by the time of

the next election--six years hence at the most-- is a luxury

he rarely can afford. The conclusions ("hypotheses ) of a

study of the responses of a Senate committee and of offi-

cials of the Food and Drug Administration to policy analysis

are therefore not at all surprising: "Congress is almost to-
tally impervious to systematic analysis , particularly in the

short run.

If the policy-maker is impervious to policy analysis

its impact on olic may nevertheless be great. Indeed , the

proliferation of policy science is making policy problems

more numerous and comp lex. David K. Cohen and Janet 

Weiss show this in their review of the " torrent" of research
done on schools and race since the Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion decision. One study, they found , led to another that

was more sophisticated and then to still another , and so on.

The quality of research improved as the process went on , but
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the outcome was not greater clarity about what to think or

to do , but , instead , usually, a greater sense of complexity,

a shifting in the terms of the problem , and more "mystifi-
cation" in the interpretation of findings. One thing is

clear from this story, " Cohen and Weiss conclude

, "

the more

research on a social problem prospers , the harder it is for

policy-makers and courts to get the sort of guidance they

often want: clear recommendations about what to do , or at

least clear alternatives. At its best , they say, social

research "provides a reasonable sense of the various ways a

problem can be understood and a reasonable account of how

solutions might be approached. Perhaps one is justified in

concluding (what they do not) that it is easily possible to
have too much of a good thing: that an analytical society

may increase its problems while decreasing its ability to

cope with them. 19

~~a t has been said so far should have relieved any reader

who might have feared that the policy scientists are exercising

undue influence. In fact , they have very little influence--

certainly very little of a direct kind. What someone said of

the decisions resulting in Medicare and Medicaid--that they

were the result of negotiations between "Wilbur and Wilbur

(Congressman Wilbur Mills and Health , Education and Welfare
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Secretary Wilbur Cohen) and were not directly related to

any research--may doubtless be said of almost all of the

important decisions made with regard to foreiBn affairs

energy, welfare , and the rest. Writing when still a RAND

analyst , James R. Schlesinger gave "two cheers and a half"
for policy analysis--it would , he said

, "

shake up many a

stale mill pond" but he went on to assert--and he himself

has recently demonstrated--that democratic policies would

remain unchanged: " . a combination of pie- in-the-sky
and a-bird- in-the-hand. ,,

The political institutions handed down by the Founding

Fathers have proved remarkably resistant to all efforts to

make political life more rational. Perfectly aware that the

great task .of government is to give political leadership--
to create and maintain conditions that foster the growth of

a public opinion capable of intelligent discussion and of

agreement--the Founders were also perfectly aware that that

task could never be fully accomplished. The nature of man

as they understood it , precluded the replacement of politics

by reason. Hen " Hamilton warned in Federalist No.

, "

are
ambitious , vindictive , and rapacious. They were susceptible

of some improvement but not of a great deal: certainly they

could not , as the hiloso hes supposed , be brought to perfec-

tion. Struggle and conflict , however mutually disadvantageous
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were ineradicable , and therefore the problem of the states-

man was to find ways of containing them , not of eliminating
them. In the system of checks and balances that they devised

the Founders responded to the political realities of their

day (to the conflict between large states and small and the

North and South particularly) and to what they knew would be

the continuing fact of political struggle.
That the inherited structure of the federal system has

remained thus far sufficiently fragmented to insure the

supremacy of a more or less democratic politics may lead us

to overlook or underestimate the importance of tendencies

that have long been at work , that are now accelerating, and

that have changed and will change further the essential

character of our political system. Modern America , ac-

cording to Robert E. Lane , has for some time been moving 

the direction of becoming a "knowledgeable society" (one in

which , more than in other societies , men inquire into the

basis of their beliefs , are guided by obj ective standards
of truth , devote considerable resources to getting and

interpreting knowledge . and employ this knowledge to illum-
inate and perhaps modify their values and goals as well as

to advance them). In support of this view , he notes , for

example , that from 1940 to 1963 Federal government expendi-

tures for research and development increased from $74 million

to $10 billion (he was writing in 1966; by 1976 the figure
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had risen to $22 billion), that from 1953 to 1963 expen-

ditures for research and development by colleges and uni-

versities increased from $420 million to $1700 million (in
the following 10 years they increased to $3395 million),
and that in the seven years from 1957 to 1964 the number

of Ph. s conferred annually increased from 1 634 to 2 320

in the life sciences (in 1975 this number was 3 611), and

from 1 824 to 2 860 in the social sciences (in 1975 this

number was 11 040). 21 That between 1965 and 1975 the
production of social science Ph. D.' s increased four- fold
while that of physical sciences Ph. D: s decreased is , one

may suppose , a measure of the effect of the Great Society
social reform on a crucial component of "the knowledge

industry. "

If one assumes (as Lane does not) that the experience

of going to college tends both to make one disafffected with

social and political institutions and to give one a naive

confidence in the possibility of improving them by some

sort of social engineering, data on the increase in the

number of college graduates are especially relevant:
1900 there were 19 college graduates per 1 000 persons 23

years of age or older; in 1940 , 81; in 1960 , 182; and in

1976 (estimated), 259. By 1985 , about 20 percent of the

employed population of the United States will have graduated
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from college--enough , surely, to affect very profoundly the

character of the electorate.
A principal consequence of growth in the direction of

the "knowledgeable society, " Lane thinks , has been a shrink-

age of the "political domain" (where decisions are determined

by calculations of influence , power , and electoral advantage)

relative to the "knowledge domain" (where they are determined

by calculations of how to implement agreed-upon values

rationally and efficiently). Politics , Lane acknowledges

will not cease to exist even in the most knowledgeable of

societies J but as our society becomes more knowledgeable
political criteria decline in relative importance, and pro-

fessional , problem-oriented scientists come to have a larger
say. This , of cours.e J entails differences in the nature of

policy itself. One such difference is in the very consciousness

(Lane s emphasis) of a problem.

The man in the middle of a problem
(sickness , poverty J waste and especially
ignorance) often does not know that there
is anything problematic about his state.
He may accept his condition as embodying
the costs of living.... Often it takes
years of dedicated agitation to make
people aware that they live in the midst
of a problem. 

The curious thing about modern times , Lane remarks , is the

degree to which the government undertakes to do what used to

be done by the agitator; consciousness of a problem may in
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the knowledge society come first (his emphasis) to the

scientific and governmental authorities. Knowledge thus

creates a pressure for policy c~ange with a force all its

ovm ; it "sets up a diseQuilibrium or pressure which requires

compensating thought or action. ,,24

Although he tries hard to avoid making value judgments

(he is . after all , a social scientist writing for a profes-

sional journal), one gets the impression that Lane thinks

our society. improves by becoming more knowledgeable: now

that scientific and governmental authorities take the lead

in discovering and defining social problems . surely they

will be brought to solution faster.
is the implication.

That , it would seem

Lane r S confidence in the scientific and governmental

authorities is misplaced , however. This is evident from

the examples he gives of " important findings " in the social
sciences produced by the scientific apparatus of the know-

ledgeable society. His examples are these: tha t the United

States ranked 16th among nations in the rate of infant mor-

tality in 1961 (this ignores the fact that the U. S. defines

infant mortality more inclusively than do certain other

countries , for example , Sweden); that it would cost about

$10 billion a year to raise all of the individuals and

families now below a subsistence income to that level (the
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phrase "subsistence income" is of course meaningless;
apart from that , the statement is misleading because

measures to raise incomes of the "poor" to some acceptable
level would inevitably attract many newcomers--how many

depending upon the level set--into the category "poor
tha t the reinforcing experience for convicted criminals

while in j ail results in high rates of recidivism (many
other causes of recidivism are more important); that
pollution of soil with arsenic pesticides causes cancer

in school children (this from Rachel Carson I s Silent
rin ); that the more an individual interacts with

persons of another race , ethnic group, etc. , the less

likely he is to be prejudiced against them (could it 

that persons who are not prejudiced are more likely to

interact?) 
Why are these " findings

" "

important" Surely not

because they constitute , or point to

,. "

solutions
of policy problems. They are important as propaganda:

by creating dissatisfaction they will lead to change.
Knowledge and what is re arded as knowled e (emphasis

added) , " Lane says

, "

is pressure without pressure groups... 

. "

The influence of professionals and their associations
, he

acknowledges , is "not all good " but it is , he thinks

generally r~sponsi ve to the needs of society.
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One may well reach a contrary judgment: namely, that
professionals , because of their commitment to the ideal of

rationality, are chronically given to finding fault with

institutions ("bringing to public consciousness" new
social problems) and by virtue of their mastery of tech-
niques of analysis , to displaying the almost infinite com-

plexity and ambiguity of any problem. Like the social
researchers of a generation or two ago , the policy scientist

contributes problems , not solutions. - But whereas in the
past the problems were ones that appeared manageable to men

of common sense and were understood to lie in the domain of

the politician or statesman , now they are ones that have
been shown to be too complicated for men of common sense

to deal with and they are more and more , believed to 
in the domain of the policy scientist.

VII

It is a dangerous delusion to think that the policy

scientist can supplant successfully the politician or

statesman. Social problems are at bottom political; they

arise from differences of opinion and interest and , except

in trivial instances , are difficulties to be coped with

(ignored , got around , put up with , exorcised by the arts

of rhetoric , etc. ) rather than puzzles to be solved. 25

In coping with difficulties , formal analysis may sometimes
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be helpful J but it is not always so. (Would anyone maintain

that in the Convention of 1787 the Founders would have

reached a better result with the assistance of a staff of

model builders?) Except in those rare instances where the

problem is mainly a puzzle rather than a difficulty J the

policy scientist is likely to exhibit a " trained incapability
for performing what are the essential tasks of political

leadership. These are J first J to find the terms on which
ambitious , vindictive J and rapacious men will restrain one

another J and J beyond that J to foster a public opinion that
is reasonable about what can and cannot be done to make the

society better. One cannot perform these tasks merely on

the basis of general ideas or methods. One mus t have the
faculty J not taught in schools of policy science , for

taking circumstances-- infinite J variable and transient--

ii,

IIi

into consideration. What the political leader requires is

not policy science but good judgment or J better J the union
of virtue and wisdom which the ancients called prudence.

I ~

I ~

ill

I';

Illil
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FOOTNOTES

1. The figures are from Dr. Clark C. Abt

, "

Toward the
Benefit/Cost Evaluation of U. S. Government Social Research
Abt Associates , Inc. , Cambridge , Mass. , 1976. Abt' s paper
includes a table giving expenditures by department and by
year.

2. Lest this be thought an exaggeration , consider the
following from a task-force report submitted to the Presi-
ent and the Provost of the University of Pennsylvania by
an associate dean of the Wharton School and published in
the University s ALMANAC , January 15 , 1974:

Concern with issues of public policy pervades
the University of Pennsylvania. Indeed , it
is so pervasive that it is impossible to pro-
vide anything approaching a full account of
the various educational and research programs
relating to public policy. Virtually the
entire curriculum of the Law School involves
public policy. So does much of the research
at that school. The Annenberg School of
Communications , the School of Social Work , the
Graduate School of Education and the Schools
of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine deal with
public policy issues also. Research at the
Schools of Engineering and Applied Science has
a substantial policy content. The City and
Urban Engineering program , the National Center
for Energy Management and Power and the Trans-
pqrtation Studies Center illustrate interests
of this sort. Course offerings at both the
undergraduate and the graduate levels and
extracurricular science and society programs
in engineering are similarly focused. The
new graduate program in telecommunications
engineering and spectrum management exemplifies
engineering interest in public policy

City and Regional Planning is a policy-oriented
program in the School of Fine Arts. The under-
graduate Urban Studies Program is operated from
the Provost' s Office and involves faculty from
several schools. The ~~arton School , in addi-
tion to the many policy-related educational
and research activities of the Social Science
departments currently therein , has within it
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the Fels Center , the Rodney L. vlliite Center
for Financial Research , the Leonard Davis
Institute of Health Economics , the Master of
Public Administration program , the Industrial
Research Unit , the Labor Relations Council
the Multinational Enterprise Unit , the BuschCenter , and the Management and Behavioral
Science Center. Wharton EFA is allied withthat school. All are concerned with publicpolicy. In addition , a great deal of other
less formally organized research at Wharton
is of a public policy character.
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